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We study the q-state Potts-glass neural network with the pseudoinverse PI rule. Its performance is inves-
tigated and compared with that of the counterpart network with the Hebbian rule instead. We find that there
exists a critical point of q, i.e., qcr=14, below which the storage capacity and the retrieval quality can be
greatly improved by introducing the PI rule. We show that the dynamics of the neural networks constructed
with the two learning rules respectively are quite different; but however, regardless of the learning rules, in the
q-state Potts-glass neural networks with q3 there is a common novel dynamical phase in which the spurious
memories are completely suppressed. This property has never been noticed in the symmetric feedback neural
networks. Free from the spurious memories implies that the multistate Potts-glass neural networks would not
be trapped in the metastable states, which is a favorable property for their applications.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.82.026114 PACS numbers: 84.35.i, 87.18.Sn, 07.05.Mh, 05.45.a
I. INTRODUCTION
The Hopfield model has been proved to have potential
applications in many fields such as pattern recognition, im-
age manipulation, optimization problems, and so on 1–3
because of its associative memory capability 4,5. However,
in some problems, e.g. image recognition, it has a serious
limitation as it can only be used to deal with the mono-
chrome patterns. In order to store and retrieve the gray-toned
patterns, neurons with multiple states are required. There
have been various models of multi-state neural networks
6–15, among which the q-state Potts-glass model 6 has
attracted much interest due to its great storage capacity. For
practical applications, the Potts-glass model has been found
especially useful in dealing with multiclass classification
tasks 16,17. For theoretical studies, this model is also sig-
nificant as a generalization of the Potts model 18 well-
known in statistical physics.
The Potts-glass model designed with the Hebbian learning
rule has been intensively studied 6,19–22. While the
pseudoinverse PI rule has been proved to be a powerful
learning rule for improving the performance of two-state
neural networks 23,24, it has not been applied systemati-
cally to the q-state Potts-glass model yet. To what an extent
the performance of the q-state Potts-glass neural network can
be improved by introducing the PI rule is still unknown and
deserves efforts.
The purpose of this paper is to study the q-state Potts-
glass model with the PI rule. For the sake of simplicity we
refer to the model with the PI rule as the PI network and that
with the Hebbian rule the Hebbian network through out this
paper. We focus on the comparison of the storage capacity,
the retrieval quality, the dynamics properties and the spuri-
ous memory problem between the two networks. Our pur-
pose is to find how much and under what conditions the
network performance can be improved by introducing the PI
rule.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II
the q-state Potts-glass model is described and the PI rule is
introduced to design the network. Sec. III studies the storage
capacity of the PI network and the maximum storage capac-
ity is obtained. In Sec. IV the retrieval quality of both the PI
and the Hebbian network is investigated as a function of the
storage capacity, and the different dynamics of the two mod-
els is shown. Sec. V aims at the spurious memory problem.
The results reveal for the first time that the dynamical phase
without any spurious memory can exist in symmetric feed-
back neural networks. Our conclusions are summarized in
the last section.
II. MODELS
The Hopfield model is a well-known symmetric two-state




Jijsjt, sit + 1 = sgnhi , 1
where sit is the state of neuron i at time t, hi is its local
field, and sgnhi=+1 for hi0 and −1 for hi0, respec-
tively. The element Jij of the coupling matrix J, which rep-
resents the contributions of a signal induced by sj to the local





























In both cases the diagonal elements of J are zero, and
i
 , i=1, ¯ ,N ;=1, ¯ , p is a set of p memory patterns to
be stored. Here, N is the number of the neurons, C in Eq. 3
is the overlap matrix of the memory patterns and C−1 denotes
the inverse of C.*zhaoh@xmu.edu.cn
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The q-state Potts-glass model is also a symmetric feed-
back neural network but with neurons of q states instead.
Each neuron can be modeled with a Potts spin i subscript i
indicates neuron i whose value takes 1 , ¯ ,q that may rep-
resent the color or the shade of grey of a pixel in a pattern.
The neurons are fully interconnected and the element Jij
kl of
the coupling matrix J represents the contributions of a signal
fired by neuron j in state l to the local energy potential hi
which acts on neuron i in state k. The local energy potential
hi of neuron i is given by








where mi,k is an operator defined as mi,k=q	i,k−1. The
dynamics of this model is defined as follows: at zero tem-
perature, the state i of neuron i at the next time step is set to
be the state that minimizes the induced local potential. So the
stable state of the network is the configuration i ,
i=1, . . . ,N where every neuron is in a state that gives the
minimum value of hi.
Let i
 , i=1, ¯ ,N ;=1, ¯ , p be the memory patterns
to be stored. The coupling matrix J of the Potts-glass net-






















For the sake of comparison we also study the q-state Potts-
glass model with the Hebbian rule 6,19, whose coupling











For both rules we assume Jij
kl=Jji
lk and thus the networks are
symmetric. In addition, we constrainedly set Jii
kl=0 for
i=1, ¯ ,N and k , l=1, ¯ ,q as conventionally taken in stud-
ies of the symmetric feedback neural networks 6,7,19,24.
III. STORAGE CAPACITY
The storage capacity 
= p /N is a basic performance index
of neural networks. As having been well known that the
maximum storage capacity of the Hebbian network with
two-state neurons i.e. the Hopfield model is about 
m
=0.138 25, that of the PI network with two-state neurons
has been found to be improved to 
m=1.0 23,24. In general
the maximum storage capacity of the Hebbian network has
been obtained in earlier studies which reads 
m=0.138qq
−1 /2 6,19, but that of the PI network is in general still
unclear. This is the task of the present section.
To proceed let us recall the derivation of the PI rule. To
obtain the coupling matrix J, one can solve the equation
JP=P by using the pseudoinverse technique. P is the matrix
composed by p sets of memory patterns, i.e., Pi=i
 ,
i=1, ¯ ,N ;=1, ¯ , p. If the pseudoinverse P+ of P exists,
the coupling matrix J can be calculated with
J = PP+. 7
To guarantee the existence of P+, the number of rows in
matrix P must be greater than that of columns 26. Indeed,
Eqs. 3 and 5 are obtained in this way, which implies that
they are valid only for pN and pNq−1. Note that for
the q-state Potts-glass model, the matrix P is actually a p by
Nq−1 matrix because of the Potts symmetry 18. Hence,
the condition pNq−1 determines the upper limit of the
maximum storage capacity of the PI network without the
restriction of Jii
kl=0, i=1, ¯ ,N ;k , l=1, ¯ ,q. If this re-
striction is considered, whether pNq−1 still determines
the maximum storage capacity should be checked. As we
know for q=2 it has been proved to be the case by using the
mean field theory and as a result the maximum storage ca-
pacity 
m=1.0 23,24 is still given by 
m=q−1 with q=2.
Here, we show with direct simulations that this result can be
extended, i.e. 
m=q−1 holds for any q; it defines the maxi-
mum storage capacity of the PI network in general.
For this purpose one can usually investigate an order pa-
rameter in the free energy density as a function of 
 6,19,
the maximum storage capacity 
m is thus determined when a
transition occurs. For the Potts-glass neural network it is
known that the order parameters in the free energy of the
Mattis state can be defined in different ways 6,19. Here, let





; it reflects the over-
lap or similarity between a state it and a memory pattern
i
, where mi,it=q	i,it−1. For example, d=1 im-
plies they are exactly the same and d=0 implies that there is
no correlation between them at all. The state it is often
chosen to be a nearby state of i
. With i
=it, i.e.,
d0=1, and evolving the network for a sufficient long time,
one can calculate the parameter D= 1p=1
p d, which is
just the order parameter of the macroscopic overlap usually
adopted in neural network studies 6,19.
In Fig. 1, we plot the order parameter D versus 
 for the
PI network with q=2 Fig. 1a and q=3 Fig. 1b. We
performed the calculations with the neural network size N
=100, 200, and 300. The final results are obtained by aver-
aging over 80 sets of random memory patterns and for each
set 100 initial states are checked. So the size of the ensemble
considered here is 8000. For each initial state, the typical
transient stage of about 2000 steps has been discarded This
time is long enough for the network to reach a fixed state; we
have checked that the result does not change if a five times
longer transient stage is considered. Another detail should
be mentioned is that here and through out the paper the glo-
bal update is used to iterate the evolution equations.
As can be seen in the Figs. 1a and 1b, the order pa-
rameter D undergoes a crossover with the increase of 
 in
both cases. For q=2 the turning point is around 
m=0.99 for
N=300, which is already very close to the value of 
m=1.0
predicted by the mean field theory 24. Therefore, direct
calculation of the order parameter D with the network size
N=300 is effective for determining the maximum storage
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capacity of the Potts-glass network. For q=3 the transition
point for N=300 is around 
m=1.98, which is very close to
2, or equivalently q−1. The same calculation is repeated up
to q=14 The network sizes used for q4 are 50N
100 and we observe the maximum storage capacity can be
well-described by 
m=q−1, as Fig. 1c shows. For the sake
of comparison, we also plot 
m=0.138qq−1 /2 6,19 for
the Habbian network in Fig. 1c; by equating these two
expressions, one can easily derive that there exists a critical
point of q, i.e., qcr=14, below which the PI network has
bigger storage capacity while above it the Hebbian network
may overtake.
IV. RETRIEVAL PROPERTY AND DYNAMICS
The performance of a feedback neural network with asso-
ciative memory is measured not only by the maximum stor-
age capacity, but also by the retrieval quality of the stored
memory patterns. Note that the condition 

m guarantees
that each of the memory pattern is a fixed point of the neural
network. In the limit case of 
=
m, the memory patterns are
unstable fixed points of the neural network. Only from inputs
of the memories themselves with d0=1 the network can
keep on the corresponding memory attractors in its evolu-
tion; from any state of d01 it will depart from the
memory attractor instead. In this situation the network in fact
has no practical retrieval capability.
To effectively store a memory pattern requires a non-
vanishing attraction basin around the fixed point. For 


m, starting from a state with d01, the network dy-
namics may finally stop on a memory attractor, then the re-
trieval of the full memory state from an input containing
only partial memory information is achieved. Thus a reason-
able way to measure the retrieval quality is to figure out the
value of d0 below which the network can not be attracted
to the memory attractors. For this purpose we calculate the
percentage, denoted by , of randomly selected initial states
with a given d0 value from which the network will be
attracted to the corresponding memory attractor. In detail, for
each set of parameters d0 ,
, we evaluate  by consid-
ering about 20 sets of random memory patterns with 200
initial states, and the network size is fixed to be N=100. The
typical evolution time is taken to be 100 steps, which is also
verified to be long enough: As can be seen in Fig. 4, only
dozens of steps are needed for the network to reach a fixed
state for N=100.
With initial states of d0=0.9,  as a function of 
 for
q=2, 3 and 4 are shown in Fig. 2a. One can see that the
retrieval property are qualitatively different in three domains
of 
: For small 
 we have =1, which means that the net-
work will be attracted to the corresponding memory patterns
from any initial states. For large 
 we have =0, which
implies the collapse of the retrieval. In the intermediate do-
main of 
 a crossover from =1 to =0 can be observed.
This description applies to both the PI network and the Heb-
bian network, despite the difference in details. It should be
noted that for the same q value the region of 
 with =1 in
the PI network is obviously larger than that in the Hebbian
network, suggesting that the retrieval quality of the Potts-
glass model can be improved by introducing the PI rule for
qqcr.
To study how the retrieval property may depend on the
initial inputs,  as a function of 
 for several different values
of d0 are shown in Figs. 2b and 2c for the PI network
and the Hebbian network, respectively. For the PI network
the transition seems to be of first order, and the critical value
of 
 at which the transition occurs decreases quickly as
d0 increases. This suggests that the retrieval capability is
sensitively dependent on the degree of information contained
in the inputs. For the Hebbian network, however, all the
curves for different d0 values overlap with each other, and
the transition from =1 to =0 appears to be continuous.
Therefore, the retrieval capability of the Hebbian network is
insensitive to d0. In spite of this fact, for small q the PI
network have obvious practical advantages. For example, as
shown in the figure even in the case of d0=0.7 the region
of 
 for =1 where the retrieval can be achieved from any
input of above 70% similarity with a memory state is much
larger than that in the Hebbian network.
Now let us consider the case of qqcr. According to the
results of 
m it is known that the maximum storage capacity
FIG. 1. The order parameter D versus 
 for the Potts-glass
model designed with the PI rule for a q=2 and b q=3. In c the
solid squares are for the calculated maximum storage capacity 
m
versus q, suggesting a linear relation of 
m=q−1 the dashed line.
For the sake of comparison, the open squares show the result of

m=0.138qq−1 /2 for the Hebbian network reported in previous
studies 6,19. The symbols are connected with lines for guiding the
eyes here and in other figures.
FIG. 2.  as a function of 
 for the Potts-glass model. a The
comparison between the PI network and the Hebbian network for
q=2, 3 and 4. The inputs are of d=0.9; b The comparison be-
tween the results with inputs of d=0.7, 0.9 and 1.0 for the PI
network. q=4. c The same as in b but for the Hebbian network.
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of the Hebbian network will exceed that of the PI network.
However, for the practical retrieval capability the PI network
still keeps the superiority at least in a region just above q
=14. Figure 3 shows the retrieval capability for initial states
of d0=0.9 with q=18 the simulation details are the same
as that in Fig. 2, from which the critical point for the PI
network can be identified to be around 
=14. One can see
that beyond this point the Hebbian network does keep certain
degree of retrieval capability while the PI network losses it
completely. However, in this region the retrieval capability
of the Hebbian rule could be too small to be useful in prac-
tice. On the contrary, the region with =1 where the re-
trieval can be achieved from any input of above 90% simi-
larity with a memory state is much bigger in the PI network
than that in the Hebbian network.
Next we show that the different network properties at the
macroscopic level might result from the big difference be-
tween the microscopic dynamics. To explore this point we
show the time evolution of dt for the initial states of
d0=0.7 and 0.5 in Fig. 4. Here, we take q=4 as an ex-
ample. The network size is fixed at N=100. The left and the
right column are for the results of the PI network 
=1.2
and the Hebbian network 
=0.8, respectively. In each
panel 40 evolution steps of 200 randomly chosen initial
states with fixed d0 are shown. It can be seen that the final
states are either fixed points or period-2 states, which is a
common result in symmetric neural networks. However, the
dynamics of the two networks are obviously different. In the
PI network the final states stop either exactly at the corre-
sponding memory patterns or at the stable states away from
those memory patterns: there exists a gap between these final
states and the memory patterns. The gap indicates that there
is a region with clear boundary around the memory patterns
in the state space. This is a favorable feature for pattern
recognition since it implies the exact retrieval of the memo-
ries. For the Hebbian network there is no obvious gap be-
tween the final states and the memory patterns. In this case
the retrieval of a memory pattern may not be exact, and one
has to introduce a criterion e.g., within 5% difference 27
to judge whether the memory is successfully retrieved.
Another difference in dynamics is that from most of the
initial states the network will be attracted towards the corre-
sponding memory patterns at the first two steps of evolution
in the Hebbian network, and d2 usually takes values close
to 0.85. Afterward the evolutions begin to depart. But while
most systems keep close to the corresponding memory pat-
terns, only a small portion may move away from them.
Hence a network can be regarded to evolve from an effective
initial state of d00.85 and keeps close to the corre-
sponding memory pattern, which might be responsible for
the overlap of the curves observed in Fig. 2c. However in
the PI network, it can be seen that the departure takes place
at the beginning. In addition, compared with the Hebbian
network there are more period-2 final states.
V. SPURIOUS MEMORY PROBLEM
In addition to the storage capacity and the retrieval qual-
ity, the suppression of the amount of spurious memories is
also important for a neural network. As in Ref. 28, we take
Ptotal, the percentage of random initial states from which the
network will be attracted to the memory patterns, to measure
the size of the attraction basin of memory. Note that  de-
fined in last section measures the local attraction basin, while
Ptotal measures the global attraction basin. Ptotal is expected
to be the larger the better; the limit case of Ptotal=1 indicates
that from any of the initial states the network will finally
reside on a memory pattern and there are no spurious
memory attractors.
Figure 5 shows Ptotal as a function of 
 for the two neural
networks with N=300. For a fixed value of 
, Ptotal is evalu-
FIG. 3.  as a function of 
 for the Potts-glass model with
d0=0.9 and q=18; the open and the solid squares are for the
results of the Hebbian network and the PI network respectively.
FIG. 4. Color online The time evolution of dt for the Potts-
glass model with the PI rule the left column and the Hebbian rule
the right column. In each plot the lines of different colors repre-
sent the results for different initial states satisfying d0=0.7 or
0.5; q=4 in all the panels.
FIG. 5. Ptotal versus 
 for the Potts-glass model with the Heb-
bian rule and the PI rule. N=300, q=2, 3, and 4.
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ated by averaging the results of 10 sets of random memory
patterns for each of them 1000 initial states are considered.
For each initial state the simulation is stopped when the net-
work converges to one of the memory patterns; otherwise it
is stopped after 5000 iterations, where we generally regard
the system has converged to a spurious state.
As can be seen in Fig. 5 the dependence of Ptotal on 
 is
qualitatively different from that in the two-state and multi-
state neural networks. The maximum value of Ptotal can not
exceed 0.5 for two-state neural networks, which is a result of
the inverse symmetry of the dynamical equations; i.e. they
keep unchanged under the inverse translation of si→−si. Due
to this fact, two-state neural networks can only utilize half of
the state space. In usual treatment, one has to consider the
patterns si and −si as the same pattern, and a memory i
 is
said to be retrieved when either the network with an initial
state is attracted to i
 or −i
. However, for the q-state Potts-
glass model, the inverse symmetry is destroyed 6, and the
whole state space can be effectively utilized. As 
 increases,
Fig. 5 shows that for q2 Ptotal increases at first then ap-
proaches the platform of Ptotal=1, and then decreases. The
existence of the platform should be emphasized; it indicates
the complete suppression of the spurious memories and is
obviously prefect for the purpose of storing and retrieval as
from any initial states the network can not be trapped in
unwanted attractors.
In the region of small or large 
, memories and spurious
memories coexist. Tracing the evolution of the initial states,
we find that the final states, either memory or spurious
memory attractors, appear as fixed points in the region of
small 
. In large 
 region both fixed points and the period-2
attractors can be found.
There is no qualitative difference in the aspect of sup-
pressing spurious memories between the PI and the Hebbian
networks. However, quantitative difference can be identified.
For a fixed set of q ,
, Ptotal in the PI network is always
bigger, which implies that the PI network has less probability
being trapped in the spurious memory attractors than the
Hebbian network does.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Introducing the PI rule can greatly improve the network
performance of the q-state Potts-glass model at least in the
case of small q. The maximum storage capacity of the PI
network is found to be 
m=q−1, which is bigger than that of
the Hebbian network for q14. In this case of small q, the
practical retrieval capability is obviously superior to that of
the Hebbian network. Even in a region slightly above q
=14, the PI network may still keep superiority over the Heb-
bian network for practical applications.
The dynamics of the two networks are quite different. In
the retrieval phase, the PI network can always achieve an
exact retrieval of memories, but the Hebbian network can not
always succeed. For Hebbian network, final states may dis-
tribute continuously around the corresponding memory pat-
terns when 
 approaches 
m. In this situation, one has to
introduce an additional criterion to judge if the retrieval is
successful.
For PI network with q=2, the property of metastable
states as well as the spurious memory problem has been well
analyzed in Ref. 24. By calculating the radius of attraction
of memory patterns, it was found that the radius is unity as
the storage capacity 
→0 and decrease monotonically to
zero as 
 approach the maximum storage capacity. The ra-
dius was also found to depend on the details of the dynamics
global update or local update. Besides, by studying the glo-
bal attraction basin of memory attractors, it was shown that
for very small 
 the final states are almost always attracted to
either the memory patterns or the mixture states, while above

0.1 the mixture states do not appear. Here we focus on
the global attraction basin under global update dynamics for
both q=2 and q2. The result consistent with Ref. 24 has
been derived for q=2. More importantly, we found that with
moderate storage rate both the PI network and the Hebbian
network have a dynamics phase completely free from the
spurious memories for q3. This property is favorable since
in this phase the network can never be trapped in spurious
memory attractors. This dynamics phase has been found to
exist in certain asymmetric neural networks 28, but has
never been reported in a symmetric feedback neural network
before 29.
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